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What’s Cool...
The Power of being Proactive on your own Behalf!

Brainstorming with a
friend this morning, I told
him I had been thinking
about the power of being
proactive and some of the
successes with self advocacy, I had observed over
the years. He told me I
could use one of his experiences for this article, so
here it goes.
My friend was having a
type of liver malfunction,
which manifested as cognitive confusion and moved
towards physical problems, like a lack of coordination and the inability, to
stand. He was fortunate
enough to get treatment
at a local emergency room
and spent several weeks
“recovering”. During that
time, he went off all his
psych meds, and the process back seemed uncertain. He told me he woke
up one night, barely remembering his own name
and where he lived in the
community.
After three weeks in the
hospital, he was transferred to a rehab facility
where he could regain his
balance and regain his
cognitive powers. Being in
rehab was a very depressing experience. The facili-

ty was crowded, the staff
ratio limited, the food, marginal and my friend, used to
mainly ‘listening’ to doctors
was getting very little new
information. He became
frustrated and told me he
wanted to go home now;
against medical advise, end
of story.
I tried talking to the staff
with him and they were
strongly against his leaving.
I could read their facial expressions which clearly told
me they did not feel he was
yet capable of caring for
himself alone. I felt a strong
pang of worry. My friend
deeply values his independence and I sensed that if his
condition didn’t demonstrably improve soon, the facility would move towards filing
for a temporary conservertorship.
I shared these impressions
with my friend along with
my thoughts. “I can’t advocate for you here, I told him.
The staff here is only going
to be convinced you are well
if you demonstrate your involvement with your process
yourself.”
Somehow, he heard that.
He knew all about conservertorship and didn’t
want someone controlling his

life. He started finding the
people who were helpful
and worked with them. He
walked up and down the
stairs and began talking to
each person who worked
with him in the facility. In
another week, he was released and back at home.
He told me he was glad I
had encouraged him to advocate for himself.
We all use self advocacy
in many parts of our lives.
Whether it is something as
simple as keeping after a
landlord to fix a window,
persisting with a medical
professional about your
preferences for your care,
or filing a legal document
being proactive and persistent is important. Don’t
give up on what you want.
If it’s important to you,
hurts no one else, if you
can’t get it one way, try
another. I believe that
efforts on our own behalf
are a strong determining
factor in enabling us to
meet our goals.
So that’s my take on
what’s cool, at this
moment.
Amy Breckenridge
Manager
(707) 565 7804

abreckenridge@gire.org
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Cooling down
What’s
Coming Up!

“I know you can’t live on
hope alone;
but without hope, life is not
worth living.
So you, and you and you:
you got to give them hope.”
-Harvey Milk

Mission Statement
The Wellness and
Advocacy Center
is a peer-run, self-help,
mental health program. Our
mission is to support individuals
living with mental health challenges in developing and sustaining health and well-being
through self-empowerment.

Article by the
Editor:
Trinity Petersen
OVERHEATED?????
Frustrated?
Nothing going your way?
Anger boiling over? How
do you react? Want to
throw things around, #$%
&* out God or your higher
power, take it out on
someone else? Where
there’s anger, there’s
hurt. Where there’s hurt,
there’s anger. Probably
some of it is your ego is at
stake. “This shouldn’t be
happening to me…I am an
ok person, aren’t I?”
“What did I do to deserve
this?”
What is it that isn’t going your way? There could
be external problems. Is it
the way you’ve been treated by someone else, rude
person in the check out
line, an event that went
terribly awry, an unfortunate mishap, (could be or
something inconvenient,
such as missing the bus,
car problems, a flat tire,
an accident, financial
problems, something
breaks and you can’t fix it
or afford to have it fixed,
etc., or something extremely serious such as a
death in the family or a
physical/emotional injury
that you or someone you
care about incurs or inflicts on you.)
There could be internal
problems; a trigger of a
past experience that sets
your mind reeling. You
might have a bad reaction
to dealing with a situation
due to your thought process/which actually can
affect or be affected by
brain chemistry. Brain
dysfunction may have been
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Overheated??? Temper Skyrocketing...
Here are some tips on how to try to “Chill Out!”
caused by trauma in your
life, or a drug/alcohol addiction, or might be going
awry due to situations becoming too difficult to
deal with in your life. This
might lead to blame or self
-judgment.
Life is hard. Most people have experienced
struggles of some sort or
another. People with
mental illnesses have a
tougher time than most.
How do you deal with the
anger you experience?
First address that you are
hurt…it’s really the emotion underneath the anger.

Negative reactions:
If it an external problem, another person who
has hurt you/made you
angry, you might act like a
jerk, feel justified. Get
them back. Do you take
revenge? Perhaps make
fun of them, start rumors,
talk behind their back.
Might make you feel better. But the underlying
hurt/anger and problem
still exists. And it’s going
to be divisive, polarizing.
Both parties are going to
become even angrier.
How escalated does the
situation get?
Do you take it out on
them viciously/violently?
Could be a solution to the
pain they caused you. But
does it solve the problem?
Will it make everything ok?
Or does it perpetuate the
argument/start a war?
Plus get you in trouble.
Do you tell yourself you
are better, boost up your
ego?
None of these reactions is
very positive. What comes
around goes around.

What to do?? Solutions find a solution of some
kind. A solution will make
to… “CHILL OUT!”
1.Address your hurt/
anger. Look for positive
ways to manage your emotions. Use Positive Affirmations
2.Some things you could
let roll of your back.
3.Treat yourself to something nice to assuage the
pain. An ice cream cone
or frozen yogurt!! It’s
summer!
4.Take comfort in your pet
or a friend.
5.Try talking about it with
the person who hurt you.
Try to use diplomatic
words to express how you
are feeling. (Caution… if
you are really angry, dealing with it directly may
just cause a confrontation. This may clear the
air, but you must be careful of who you confront...if it is your manager or a co-worker, a police
officer or someone in authority, or really anyone,
the results are sure to be
negative. Most people
will never accept what
you have to say if you express it angrily.)
6.If you are a private person, one way is to deal
with the person that you
dislike or is making you
angry is with reserved
coolness, and put your
feelings off until later.
The way they react may
hurt every private emotion, thought, or experience you have ever had.
But then you have to deal
with your emotions later.
7.Try Forgiveness.
8.Work hard to work
through the pain. Try to
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you feel better. Examine
your life for a minute…was
there some faulty thinking/ bad coping mechanisms along the way that
might have caused you to
go over the edge/not able
to deal with your hurt or
anger? Try to talk to
someone about it.
Ask yourself the question,
why did the person hurt
me or make me angry?
There are so many reasons
people hurt each other.
Some of the reasons may
be personal, and some may
not.
9.Try understanding the
other person. Maybe
someone else was having a
bad day, or has a problem
with you that you aren’t
recognizing.
In many cases, it is hard
to understand the inner
workings of another person’s brain. There’s nothing you can do about that,
unless you get to know
them well enough. Some
times, for the sake of personal boundaries, it is better to leave it alone. With
this knowledge, you can go
about your day much happier.
You may never find total
forgiveness in your own soul
for the person who has hurt
you or find forgiveness from
someone else, if they
choose not to forgive you,
and in this case, the only
thing to do is to rearrange
the thoughts in your own
brain to make yourself feel
ok. (These are just some
opinions, ideas, and suggestions from the editor/
author...Trinity Petersen)

What’s Cool in the Art Program
Featured Artist...Roy Childress

Featured Artist:
Roy Childress
“I have always loved
coloring in kindergarten,
keeping my mind
occupied.
In High School, I got all
A’s in Art. I am learning
more about art here at
the Wellness Center.”
Naomi Murakami
Art Director

Roy is a well-liked
member artist with a profound sense of humor. I
met him in late 2009, I
think. He had a stack of
colorings about three inches thick which he had carefully colored. He said “I
want you to show my art.”
I had to tell him about
what original art works are,
even though I felt that him
bringing that amount of
well colored colorings was
a very strong action as an
art in itself.
Upon Naomi’s suggestion, he said “All right, I
can draw my own pictures.” He started to create his own amazing draw-

ings using colored pencils.
He has natural eyes with
regards to the composition
and colors. The titles he
gives are so unique and
unexpected, which why I
love them. He is a prolific
creator. His concentration
towards his work and desire to share his creativity
with others are very powerful. He won a first
place in Sonoma County
Fair in 2010.
In August, 2011, He
(62) and his brother James
(60) were able to reunite
after 30 years, and the
special occasion was even
featured in a San Jose local
newspaper. I did not get

to see his brother, but I
heard that James is a real
charmer just like Roy.
There is an upcoming juried show at the
gallery, Sea and Heaven,
called “Did It Any Way!”
and all three pieces I
turned in of Roy’s made it
into the show. The show
is scheduled for Oct.13th
to Nov. 24th. If you are
interested please contact
the Wellness Center art
director, Naomi, for more
details.
naomi murakami
Art Director
(707) 565-7820
nmurakami@gire.org

“She Eats Cheetos with Chopsticks” Art Review
Naomi Murakami, the Wellness Center art director, had an exhibit of her creations entitled, “She Eats Cheetos with Chopsticks” in June at the Risk Press Gallery
in Sebastopol. She also gave a talk and a power point presentation that accompanied her exhibit entitled, “Mind Alchemy by Art” in which she explains how art can
become Utopian possibility. She also explained her philosophy as art director at the
Wellness and Advocacy Center and showed examples of the members’ art works.
Naomi shares her unique vision, her own philosophy of her world, Naomism, which
was reviewed in the Bohemian in the Critics Choice column. For the opening reception she served iced green tea and Cheetos with chopsticks.
I, personally, loved this show as truly unique, original and vital. Her paintings co-habit in the gallery with objects from her home life. She Eats Cheetos with
Chopsticks is a way of being as well as an art installation. One thing that could be
said of Naomi's painting is that she is a painter’s painter. Her paintings are loaded
with artistic treasures and surprises like unique color arrangements, unusual harmonies, and discordant cacophonies. Her work is like a lucid dream, but somehow an
intangible mystery. She even might be described as a visionary. Her colors, brushwork, and subjects evoke strong feelings and a mystery and drama. Her paintings
are about the future, about possibility. She has references in her painting but she
seems to be leading us somewhere new. The characters that inhabit her paintings
are from Naomi's dreamlike imagination, influenced by everyday life, comics, toys,
and music. Her paintings are like a kaleidoscope of colors, emotions and ideas. But
no mere description could replace seeing her work in person. Her work is available
for viewing regularly at the Center along with member artists’ art work.
Art Review By Jeff Glauthier

“Mind Alchemy by Art”
“Being mad is not necessarily a bad thing from a spiritual
perspective.”…... by Naomi murakami
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Cool Things Happening in the Peer Community
Buckelew offers Volunteer Positions
Volunteer Designs Buckelew Newsletter
Interview with Kevin Morlatt By Trinity Petersen
I recently had the opportunity and pleasure of interviewing a client/consumer
of the Buckelew Mental
Health Program. Kevin Morlatt struggled with a long
process of being on and
rescued from the streets
through the Buckelew Program, which offered him
help to straighten out his
life.
The program has worked
really well for him in giving
him the opportunity to volunteer, manning the phones

Adding up Buckelew Bucks
earns people a gift card.
Kevin says volunteering has
given him focus as well as
validation from others. He
also plays the bass and I was
thrilled to discuss the process of learning a musical
instrument, as I am learning
to play guitar.
His quote, “People are
only human.”
Questions about Buckelew:
Need Transportation?
Call the PAN
(Peer Activity network Line):
571-8480
at Buckelew 144 South E St
Suite 200

ing Microsoft Word and clip
art. It is an open format
Newsletter publishing anfor Buckelew’s PAN (Peer
nouncements and current
Activity Network) hotline,
community events.
which is a designated phone
Kevin shared his exciteline to provide information
ment about the content of
and resources such as bus
the newsletter, explaining
schedules and routes for
that it includes articles,
mental health consumers.
poetry, games, and a posiHe also began working on tive mystery sentence (with
Buckelew’s Newsletter,
words dispersed throughout
called the Buckelew Bullethe newsletter) for the
tin, as a mailing clerk, send- reader to figure out. This is
ing out approximately 80
to encourage people to read
newsletters to the client/
the newsletter, and the first
provider community. He
person to respond and has
then learned how to publish solved the sentence correctthe monthly newsletter usly earns Buckelew Bucks.

Corrine Camp Action Network (CCAN)
We come together to keep the clients’ voice(s) alive, to work for system change, and to promote our own empowerment as well as our mental health recovery. It is the mission of Corinne Camp Action Network. The organization is named
after a past advocate of Sonoma County, Corinne Camp. She is noted both professionally and as a consumer within the
mental health realm. We usually meet at the Unitarian Universalist Congregation, Santa Rosa from 3:30 to 5:30 pm,
which is located at 547 Mendocinco on the 2nd and 4th Tuesday of each month. Please call Dan at (707) 526-9154 or
Vivian at (707) 578-0424, for more information or to confirm our meeting times.
All Sonoma County residents 18 years or older with mental health challenges are encouraged to participate with us.
After forming back in 2009, we are noted for working toward solutions identified in the county client survey of 2011.
Another accomplishment is working with Disability Rights of California and county government to develop a form which
would enable county clients to assign someone the right to watch over their possessions when needed. This form has
come out of the 2011 surveys as a county need and is called power of attorney for possessions. We hold information potlucks semi-annually and meet with the county government.
Come to the meetings to work toward system transformation including your ideas on how we can help support a more
client-directed system! Our future ventures will include at least education of business owners, creating booklets with the
theme of Recovery Stories, tips and resources as well as advocating for specific programs that encourage client involvement like mobile peer support and a local warm line. Bring your ideas to not only maintain interaction between county
and government leaders and us but also, to dream and act on possibilities to help our community.

Life Ring is a support fellowship that comes together
to support individuals who
are recovering from various
substance abuse disorders.
Life Ring identifies as a
secular program, in that
whether or not one has a
declared higher power is
personal and not a prescribed part of the program.
Life Ring is not a treatment
program. It is a fellowship
that has as a basic tenant
that participants hold abstinence as a high value…

(properly prescribed medications are the only exception].
Some find Life Ring to be an
alternative to12 step programs and others find Life
Ring and 12 step programs
quite complementary, attending both.
The Life Ring is pretty simple. War stories and drunkalogs are discouraged, cross
talk/conversation is encouraged. The literature is pretty
easy to read, and the meetings are equally straight forward. At the meeting that I

by Quinton Kruse

have attended everyone is
called on to check-in with
these two questions “How
was your week?” and “What
are you looking forward to
doing this coming week to
support your own recovery?”
Slowly life Ring is gaining
recognition from the Probation Department and the
Courts, who are now in the
process of changing their
referral data bases to offer
greater choices to individuals
being referred by the Courts.
Life Ring meets at Inter-

link every Friday afternoon
at 1:30 p.m. For further
and more comprehensive
information, enter Life
Ring into your web browser
and you will discover a very
thorough and helpful website, including…
\

Meetings On Line, a
meeting directory, countless brochures that we are
welcome to download and
print for free and it also
offers all of their printed
material for sale.

Wellness and Advocacy Center
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LIFE RING COMES TO INTERLINK
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Cool Things Happening in the Peer Community
Petaluma Peer Recovery Project
The Petaluma Recovery Project is a Mental Health Groups and Events at the Petaluma Peer Recovery Project (cont)
Consumer run organization dedicated to empowering
The discussion portion is a forum for the topics of the group to
the local Mental Health Community through peer sup- be discussed and processes so that attendees may find ways to
port and education.
better integrate the techniques they learn in the group into

How to get to the Petaluma Peer Recovery Project from their daily lives.
Santa Rosa
By bus:
Catch the Sonoma County Transit 44 Southbound.
Get off at the Kohl’s shopping center stop.
We are located across the street at 1360 North McDowell
Boulevard.

By Car:
Take 101 S towards San Francisco.
Take the Petaluma Boulevard North exit towards Penngrove.
Turn left onto Old Redwood Highway/Petaluma Boulevard North. Continue to follow Old Redwood Highway.
Turn right onto North McDowell Boulevard.
Make a u-turn onto North McDowell Boulevard.
We are on the right at 1360 North McDowell Blvd.

Groups and Events at the Petaluma Peer Recovery Project

Monday
Mood Disorder Support Group
11:00 am to 12:00 pm
Having a mood disorder can be a very trying experience. Many
times we feel lost and powerless over our changing moods and the
other symptoms that come along with the mood shifts such as
obsessive, destructive thoughts. The mood disorder support groups
mission is to provide a safe place for people to come and share
themselves amongst their peers.
NAMI Connection
1:30 pm to 2:30 pm
NAMI Connection is a weekly recovery support group for people
living with mental illness in which people learn from each other’s
experiences, sharing coping strategies, and offers each other encouragement and understanding.

Learning to Cook 12:30 pm to 1:30 pm
Cooking is one of the most important skills we can have in our
domestic lifestyle as well as one of the most fulfilling. This
group features a different dish every week that attendees of
the group will be taught how to cook and then the fun part ...
FREE LUNCH!

CBT (Cognitive Behavioral Techniques)
1:30 pm to 2:30 pm
Cognitive Behavioral Therapy is a technique used to treat depression through making shifts in the way we think and behave. The group is run as an open ended twelve week course
during which attendees will learn techniques to help them
deal with thoughts, activities and their moods while receiving
the support and wisdom of their peers.

Thursday
Art Group
No Prior experience needed to be a part of this group. Both
experienced and inexperienced artists welcome. Art supplies
are provided but feel free to bring your own.

Thought Disorder Support Group
1:00 pm to 2:00 pm
This group is a safe confidential environment for us to discuss
and find support from others who share the burdens of hallucinations, delusions, paranoia, or psychosis. Many people suffering from Schizophrenia, Schizoaffective disorder and other
related illness are often treated with prejudice and labeled
with stigma. This group is a place where attendees may share
their experience of these symptoms without fear of stigma.

Self Advocacy Support Group

2:00 pm to 2:00 pm
As mental health consumers we often give up control of our
Wellness Through Movement
lives and our recovery in order to receive services and stabi2:30 pm to 3:00 pm
lize so that our lives might improve. When our lives improve,
Yoga, Tai Chi, Chi Kung, etc. Physical action can be a great way to we may find it nearly impossible to once again become the
improve mood and functionality in daily life. The Wellness Through masters of our own lives. Many times, this is because the mere
Movement group is an hour-long light exercise and stretching
thought of regaining control and fulfilling our dreams can ingroup to help empower people to live a healthier life both physitimidate us into doing nothing. By coming to the Self Advocacy
cally and mentally.
group and utilizing individual action plans, we can become
Men and Women’s Support Groups
expert self-advocates. We can learn how to regain control of
3:00 pm to 4:00 pm
our lives, achieve our goals, and have proactive relationships,
As different sexes we often face issues that we may not feel comwith friends, and service providers.
fortable sharing with a mixed gender support group. These groups
We also host presentations by speakers of both professional &
are designed to relieve that pressure and allow us to share and
peer backgrounds on a variety of mental health topics and
process issues in a safe environment.
treatments. Please contact us for more information.
Community Monthly Potluck
First Monday of the month, all are welcome to attend. Bring a
dish!

Wednesday

Tools 4 Stability Lecture and Support Group
10:30 pm to 12:30 pm
The T4S group is a two-hour support and education group focused on developing recovery skills and putting them into action. Lecture topics range from self-advocacy and symptom
management to mental health history. Along with the lecture
portion of the group there is an active discussion.
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Sasha Tuttelman is the Program Coordinator for the Petaluma
Peer Recovery Project. After developing Schizophrenia, Clinical
Depression and Generalized Anxiety Disorder in his childhood, he
spent his childhood and adolescence undiagnosed, confused, and
scared about what was happening to him and worried about what
would happen in the future. After being diagnosed at 21, he went
through several years unable to find his place in life and in society.
Then he discovered both college, and mental health volunteer
work. He found that by giving to others, he was able to find himself
and begin the recovery process.

Wellness and Advocacy Center

The Ups and Downs of
QUARTERLIFE
What’s “cool” about mental illness? By Alexis Wilson.
If someone had asked what was “cool” about mental illness ten years ago, I would have given them a dirty
look. My mental illness was socially taboo and tortuous. It seemed as if I was condemned to live in that state
for the rest of my life. Fortunately, I was wrong. I happen to be “resilient”. In other words, I have bounced
back from being severely mentally ill for over ten years and have a zest for life.
I have thrown myself into being a puppeteer film maker and doing mental health outreach in the community. Someone even asked me what my “secret” was.
I feel that a big aspect which contributes to my reliance is the fact that I resolve my issues. I have processed my problems and have released my rocky past. I think that’s pretty cool.

What is Old is New Again by Asher Cairo
Hello! And thank you for reading this Article!

Did you ever look at your mother and father’s senior pictures and wondered how they dressed or even how
they lived or what their style was?
Well, I was browsing the magazines and made a heaping, helping of treasurous finds.
Examples, a lot of rope headbands are making a splash back! Since the 70’s rope headbands are making a
scene.
Hollywood glamour is coming back. Lots of Audrey Hepburn hair, Marilynn Monroe, Mary Tyler Moore tresses are making a statement.
Leather ponchos are coming back as well.
Fringe embellishments are coming here. Buddy Holly prescription frames are back. Guys, also dark, vampy
make up is making a throwback. 90’s grunge is on a splash.

Journaling as a Way to Reinforce Growth by Don Ross MFT
I woke up this morning a little after
5:00 AM, feeling tired (of course) but
peaceful. I decided to get up to be sure
I would have enough time to prepare
for and get to the B.N.I. (Business Networking International) meeting at 7:00
AM, where I was scheduled to substitute for one of the club's regular members.
I quit my job yesterday and have had
some mixed feelings about this, wondering if it was the right thing to do. So
I was pleasantly surprised this morning
by a thought/feeling/message that
seemed to come from my 'inner child.'
“I'm proud of you!” is what I heard him
say. This got my attention, perhaps
because I don't normally talk to myself
in an affirming way! A good omen, no
doubt. I was exactly on time for the
meeting. This is no mean feat, as I
have a history of running late, and early mornings are definitely not my best
time to function. The meeting—and my
'60 second commercial' given on behalf
of my colleague—went well. And I was
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I was pleased to make a nice connection with an acupuncturist who
sat to my right. As I left the meeting, I wanted to write some things
down—both for my website, and
also as a reminder of the higherthan-normal state of consciousness I
am currently in. When I am depressed (a common state), the
whole of life looks black to me, and
I have wanted to scribe some reminders of the real possibility of a
better point of view. The dominant
thought in my mind was along the
lines of “A Course in Miracles.” That
is, we author or create our own experience from moment to moment.
And the quality of that experience
is a function of whether we are
'coming from' love or fear. The
Course holds that this (love or fear)
is a choice, and, of course, the
challenge here is that when fear is
the predominant state, it most certainly does not feel like we're
choosing it! But, perhaps the best

Wellness and Advocacy Center

way to operate here is along the
lines of the “Abraham” teachings,
which suggest that, when we are in a
high/positive state of mind, this is
the best time to practice affirmations, make plans, talk to people we
love, etc. What I did was to take
care of some emails, then write this
journal entry—with a view to create
some positive structures/forms I
could use on a daily basis to help me
stay focused on what I want. A therapist once told me that discipline is
“remembering what you want” and
this is profound! It is profound, because the “normal” habit of the human mind, stemming from hundreds
of thousands of years of conditioning
is to focus more on what is wrong, or
what could go wrong!

“Abraham” Teachings
“...this is the best time to practice
affirmations, make plans, talk to
people we love, etc.”

Managing The Heat
Hang in there!...Tips to Cool Down





Sometimes having fun
is no more than changing your attitude and
thoughts and getting
out and doing
something.





Drink lots of Water
Do not overexert yourself
Wear cool, loose clothing-light colors if possible.
Avoid Alcohol, Drugs, Coffee, Tea, and Caffeinated Soft Drinks,
which cause dehydration.
Rest in cool, shaded areas
Don’t overstress yourself
Keep cool and try not to lose your temper!

Want to do something fun???
Cool Places to Visit Locally
Here are some suggestions for Free or pretty inexpensive
ways to get out of the heat!

Visit Local Parks…Sit in the shade and read a book, listen to music or
throw a Frisbee around.
South on Santa Rosa Ave is Borders with a comfortable coffee shop inside to peruse a magazine or book...head north where it turns into
Mendocino Ave... Visit Luther Burbank Gardens on Sonoma Ave.
There’s Julliard Park…Walk the path near downtown by the River and see
the statue of the fish and fountains (splash your hands in the water to cool
off!) or hang out at Old Court House Square in Downtown Santa Rosa...
Experience the excitement on Fourth St...Hear the local musicians on
the corner and window shop…Check out Barnes and Noble (and their magazine rack…discount books, etc...It’s Air Conditioned!) and Starbucks or stop
in at Sonoma Coffee Shop on the other side of the street and order an iced
coffee!
Further down Fourth, right on E St. is the Sonoma County Library….Pick
up a book, check out a movie or CD… go on-line… It will be cool inside!
On Third St. there’s the 3rd St. Cinema where you can see a movie in
the theatre for 1/2 price!
On the other side of the Freeway…In Downtown Railroad Square a place
of interest on Saturday nights… Aroma Roaster Coffee has live music for a
cover of $2.50 with the purchase of a cup of coffee. (Corner of 5th and Wilson)
And...on Mendocino Ave across from the JC is a frozen yogurt shop…Yumm!!!

Down Town Santa Rosa...Old Court House Square

Wellness
and News
Wellness
and Advocacy
Center
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Cooling Down...
Here’s What’s Coming Up!
Wellness Events

Newsletter
July /August

Issue: V
Editor:
Trinity Petersen

Wellness and Advocacy Center Up Coming Events
Greeting Card Class
Tuesday, August 28. 10-11 a.m.: Learn to use Microsoft Publisher to make your own greeting
cards. First come, first served or call Linda Matteson at 565-7837 to sign up.

Poetry Reading
Friday, August 31, 2012 6-8 p.m.: Join facilitator Kalia Mussetter for a reading by the poets
featured in the 2011 Literary Journal “Creative Linx”. They will be joined by widely read poets Rebecca Del Rio and Rafael Block, along with some of their friends. The reading will be held at
The Journey Center - 1601 4th Street, Santa Rosa, CA. Celebrate and support these very unique and
important voices in our shared community.

Social Skills Class
Starts Thursday, September 6th. 1-2 p.m.: Want to learn how to read facial expressions and
body language? Practice conversational give and take? Reduce social awkwardness and anxiety? Join our
weekly “Get2gether” Thursday Drop In sessions.

First Friday Forum
Friday, September 7th from
11:30 – 1:00 p.m.: Speaker is Wendy Wheelwright, M.F.T. and Director of Progress Sonoma will
discuss the impact of post traumatic stress disorder
and ways of coping with it.

Wellness Recovery Action Plan

Call for Contributors!

We are looking for articles on the topics of
Stigma, Discrimination or Shame for our next
newsletter. Articles should be
no more than 500 words and are due by
Friday, October 5, 2012.
Articles should be emailed to our editor at

trinitypetersen@yahoo.com.

We’d like to know your thoughts on the above
September 13 and 14 10-3 am-pm.: Come topics and are also interested in what we can
do to combat or transform these areas.
and Make your Own! Learn strategies to help you
We
also
want to keep you informed about what
recognize signs and symptoms of mental distress and
how to manage your own Wellness. Workshop facili- is going on in the Consumer/Survivor/Ex-patient
tated by Leigh Delap and Jessie Panoski. Please
community and at the Peer- Run programs
r.s.v.p. to Jessie at (707) 565-7847.
throughout Sonoma County. Again, if you have
some news, we will most likely want to share it.
The next edition of the newsletter will be come
out on or around October 23, 2012.
Friday September 14th from
Please contact Amy at 565-7804 if you have any
12 noon – 1 p.m.:
questions.
Join Mel Strasser and Linda Matteson and bring your
Also, Please feel free to visit our Website at
instrument, poems, improvs, rants, etc Every se-

Open Mic Returns!

cond, third and fourth Friday of the month.
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www.wellnessandadvocacy.org

Wait for our next Newsletter to come out in October!

